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Abstract
Java bytecode provides a portable representation for programs that allows executable content to be embedded in web pages, transferred across a
network, and executed on a remote user's machine. Features like these provide many new opportunities for developers, but special precautions must
be taken to protect users from badly-behaved programs, which might otherwise destroy valuable data or compromise their privacy. To avoid such
problems, bytecode programs from untrusted sources must be veri ed before they are used. If a program passes, then it should be well-behaved, and
should not be able to subvert the other security mechanisms of the Java
platform. However, if a program fails, then it will be rejected. Clearly, to
be sure that it is e ective, we need a precise way to understand bytecode
veri cation.
This paper describes the main features of a formal speci cation for Java
bytecode that allows us to reason about the correctness of Java implementations, and to guarantee safety properties of veri ed bytecode. The key to
our approach is to model individual bytecode instructions, and their compositions, as appropriately typed functions in a fairly standard functional
language. This gives us a exible way to build up and extend the instruction set. In addition, it enables us to describe bytecode veri cation as a
well-understood form of type inference, which guarantees that execution of
veri ed programs will not \go wrong."

1 Introduction
The development of web browsers has opened the Internet to a wider audience
by replacing the cryptic, text-based frontends of earlier tools with an intuitive
and appealing, point-and-click interface. Now, designers are discovering new ways
to use the technology by adding executable content to web pages. This refers
to embedded programs or applets that are transferred across the network and
executed on users' machines when they visit those pages with a suitable browser.
Again, the slick interface of the browser hides a lot of complexity, which means

that programs might be downloaded and executed without users realizing that
this is happening. Users are keen to take advantage of the new functionality that
this provides, but some are worried about the security risks. For example, a badly
behaved program could, either maliciously or by genuine error, destroy valuable
data stored on a user's computer, or compromise their privacy by transmitting
personal information across a network connection.
The Java programming language is one of the most widely used tools for creating
executable content, which is distributed in a well-de ned bytecode format. This
gives Java programs a high degree of portability: there are many di erent systems
connected to the Internet, but most provide an implementation of the Java virtual
machine (JVM) that is needed to load and execute these bytecode programs. The
designers of Java also paid a lot of attention to security. For example, the task of
downloading bytecode les is delegated to class loaders that will, if necessary, use
a bytecode veri er to identify badly behaved programs, and to reject any code that
does not pass veri cation. Even then, programs are executed under the supervision
of a security manager that monitors and restricts access to local resources such as
a machine's le store, or network connections.
Although there are many facets to Java security, veri cation plays a central role.
In particular, it acts as a rst line of defence against badly formed bytecode les
that do not satisfy the static constraints of the JVM, and might therefore subvert higher-level security mechanisms. But the use of a veri er also raises some
important questions:

 What, exactly, does the veri er do?
 To what extent is it really safe to execute programs that have been accepted

by the veri er?
 What advice can we o er to those producing compilers that target the JVM
to ensure that the code they generate will be accepted by the veri er?
The veri er used in the Sun implementation of the JVM is documented in two
di erent ways: in the detailed, natural language presentation of the book by Lindholm and Yellin [10]; and, at a much lower level, in the source code of its implementation. Both have been useful in building or improving implementations of
the JVM on a wide range of platforms. However, neither is suitable for the formal
understanding of veri cation that is needed to support a careful, mathematical
proof of the safety properties that we are interested in. Another problem with
these two alternatives is that they are descriptive rather than prescriptive: they
provide us with the means to determine whether given programs are valid, but not
with a method for constructing valid programs from the ground up.

This paper outlines a di erent approach to specifying the JVM that tries to avoid
the problems described above. The key idea is to view bytecode les as an unusual
concrete syntax for programs with the same dynamic semantics, but in a typed
functional language. In this setting, veri cation of Java bytecode corresponds to
the process of parsing and type checking these programs. The functional language
that we use has a fairly conventional, polymorphic type system that is well understood, with a soundness result that guarantees that the execution of well-typed
programs will not \go wrong" [12]. This result carries over to our work to provide
guarantees about the safety of executing bytecode programs. This approach also
allows for an incremental speci cation, because veri cation of individual JVM instructions can be described and understood independently, rather than as part of
some larger analysis for the whole machine. This gives a more prescriptive approach that we hope will provide the authors of compilers with more direct ways
to check that generated code will satisfy the constraints of the JVM.
The ideas presented in this paper have been used to describe a fairly large portion
of the full JVM instruction set, but space prevents us from including detailed
coverage of that here. Instead, we make do with just the key ingredients, illustrated
by a much-simpli ed virtual machine, leaving a more complete presentation to
subsequent reports.
Also for reasons of space, we will assume some familiarity with the elements of
functional programming in languages like Haskell [17]. Because of this, our approach may at rst seem less accessible than others that develop the necessary
machinery from rst principles. However, there are also signi cant advantages, for
example in being able to adopt and adapt some of the relevant ideas and results
that have already been established in that setting, and in being able to experiment
with and develop the speci cation interactively using existing interpreters. In a
sense, we use the given type system as a general framework for data- ow analysis,
which we can hook into instead of having to build everything ourselves. Moreover,
once a nal design is reached, we can derive speci c rules that deal only with bytecode programs by specializing the full type system with respect to the constructs
of the bytecode language. As a result, we can o er designers more freedom in
constructing a speci cation, while also providing users with a simpli ed version
that gives only the details they need to understand the semantics of bytecode.
The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. In Section 2, we show how bytecode programs can be described in terms of functions and function composition.
Section 3 shows that we can get a more accurate picture of what each instruction
does by giving them di erent types. Section 4 describes a simple example that
highlights the role of type inference in detecting badly-behaved programs. Section 5 explains some of the extensions that are used to obtain a more complete
treatment of the JVM. Finally, Section 6 concludes with pointers to related work.

2 Composing instructions
Consider the process of compiling programs written in languages like C or Pascal to a given machine language. In the simplest cases, the result would be a
sequence of machine instructions, terminated by a return instruction that passes
some appropriate value back to the program's caller:

i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; in?1; in; return:
A standard way to describe the workings of an abstract machine is to treat each
instruction as a transition from one machine state to the next. For example, a `no
operation', or nop instruction, which has no e ect on the machine state, would be
represented by the identity function1:

nop = nst ! st:
Some might argue that the nop instruction does have an e ect on the machine
state, namely to increment the program counter. But the way that programs are
laid out in memory is an implementation detail, and is important only because of
the sequencing of instructions that it implies. We therefore abstract away from
such issues, choosing instead to build appropriate notions of control ow into the
way that we describe instruction sequencing.
In the general case, most instructions can be modelled by functions2:
i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; in?1; in :: St ! St;
where St is a type whose values capture the state of the machine at any point
during a computation. The return instruction will, however, be treated as a
special case. At the end of a program, the state is discarded and an appropriate
value of some type Ret is returned to the caller. This suggests that we treat return
as a function:
return :: St ! Ret:
Now, the meaning of the compiled program, a function of type St ! Ret, is just
the composition of the functions corresponding to each individual instruction:
in?1
i1
i2
in
St ?!
St ?!
St ?! : : : ?! St ?!
St return
?! Ret:
St ?!

An expression n ! represents the function that takes an argument and returns the
corresponding value as its result.
2 We write
1
n :: to indicate that each of the expressions on the left of the :: symbol
have type . A type of the form ! represents the set of functions mapping values of type
to values of type .
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With this approach, the semantics of a particular machine can be speci ed by
giving a type St representing machine states, and a state transition function for
each of the machine's instructions. This provides a very accurate picture of the
machine's dynamic semantics, explaining what will happen when an instruction is
executed. However, because almost all instructions have the same type, it provides
only a limited static semantics.

3 Choosing the state type
There are at least two problems with the approach described in the previous section. The rst is that, if the type St represents the complete state of the machine,
then an instruction of type (St ! St) could, potentially, have unrestricted access
to the state of the machine, which is not always desirable. For example, we might
like to enforce a restriction that prevents the code for a given method from gaining
access to the local variables of its caller.
This can be addressed by replacing St with a type that models only the local
state of a section of code: its parameters, local variables, temporary storage, and
so on. Global state can be reintroduced later using di erent mechanisms (see
Section 5.3). In this paper, we will use a local state that consists of a frame
or register le, used to store local variables, and an operand stack, used to store
temporary results during calculations. This suggests that we introduce new types,
Frame and Stack, and model instructions as functions of type3 :
(Frame; Stack) ! (Frame; Stack):
A second, more serious problem is that, if the state of a machine is represented
by any xed type|whether it is St or (Frame; Stack)|then there is no way to
capture important relationships between the start and nish states of any instructions. As far as the type system is concerned, there is no di erence between a
nop instruction and an instruction that adds two numbers: the type does not reect any preconditions or postconditions that might distinguish them. So the type
system will accept arbitrary, but possibly meaningless sequences of instructions.
To see how that can be resolved, let us reconsider the nop instruction, which has
no preconditions or postconditions. In other words, it can be executed in any start
state, and will deliver the same state as its result. In the Haskell type system, we
A type of the form ( ) represents the set of pairs whose rst and second components have
types and , respectively.
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can capture this by assigning nop a polymorphic type4 :

nop :: (f; s) ! (f; s)
nop = n(f; s) ! (f; s)
The type signature in the rst line gives a static semantics for nop, while the
de nition on the second line provides its dynamic semantics. The di erence from
what we saw before is that xed Frame and Stack types have been replaced with
type variables f and s, representing an arbitrary frame and stack, respectively.
Following the conventions of Haskell, these variables are bound by implicit universal quanti ers; in more formal notation, we might write the type of nop as
8f :8s : (f; s) ! (f; s). This type tells us quite a lot about the nop instruction,
without even looking at the dynamic semantics: given that f and s are arbitrary,
the only reasonable implementation is the identity function, which returns its start
state as its result. Informal arguments like this can be made more precise using
the free theorem for each type [24], but we do not have space to pursue that any
further here.

3.1 Representing stacks
Unlike nop, most instructions in our machine will use the stack or the frame
components of the local state. We will consider each of these in turn.
Stacks are often used in machine language programs to hold temporary values
during a computation. A program can allocate as many temporaries as it needs
by pushing values onto the stack|and, when they are no longer required, it is just
as easy to reclaim that temporary storage by popping values from the stack.
The list type of Haskell provides a simple representation for stacks, but it is not
suitable for our work here: while there are no intrinsic limits on the size of stacks
that can be built in this way, the type system does insist that all elements have
the same type. This is a serious restriction because we can expect to encounter
many di erent types of temporary value during a calculation and we do not want
to have a separate stack for each type. Another way to solve this problem would
be to introduce a new, universal sum type with one branch for each case, and
then use lists of these values to represent stacks. In e ect, each element on the
stack would be tagged with a representation of its type. This, however, is also
undesirable because it does not correspond to the way that real machines work; it
is awkward and messy; and it has the potential for runtime type errors.
We follow a convention of using the same name for types and for related values. In the rst
line, ( ) denotes the type of pairs whose components have types and . In the second line,
( ) denotes a value of that type, and and denote the values of its components.
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We can avoid these problems by using stack types that document the construction
of the stack values that they represent. In essence, we will represent stacks by
nested sequences of pairs, writing x  s in both value and type expressions to
denote the result of pushing x onto s. For example, if we start with an unde ned
stack, and push rst the integer 12, and then the boolean True, then the result is
a stack:5
(True  12  undefined) :: (Bool  Int  s):
A large stack will have a correspondingly large type, but the stack-based operations
that we need to work with use only one or two elements at a time, so we can still
give quite compact types for these operations. For example, we can de ne a variety
of stack-based machine instructions such as:

 Load a constant value onto the stack:
ldc :: a ! (f; s) ! (f; a  s)
ldc a = n(f; s) ! (f; a  s)
The ldc instruction is our rst example of an instruction with an argument
and, once again, takes advantage of polymorphism to allow any type of
argument. In the real JVM, there are some restrictions on the type of values
that can be pushed; this can be captured by using a type class to constrain
the variable a.
 Negate the integer value on the top of the stack:

ineg :: (f; Int  s) ! (f; Int  s)
ineg = n(f; x  s) ! (f; (?x)  s)

 Add two integer values on the top of the stack:
iadd :: (f; Int  Int  s) ! (f; Int  s)
iadd = n(f; y  x  s) ! (f; (x + y)  s)
Notice once more the role that polymorphism plays in each of these de nitions.
Any portion of either the stack or frame that does not participate in an instruction
is represented by a (universally quanti ed) type variable. When the instructions
are used in a particular context, these variables will be instantiated to appropriate
5 We assume that  is right associative, so   means the same as  (  ).
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types. For example, the two ldc instructions in the following short instruction
sequence are used at di erent types:

ldc 3; ineg; ldc 4; ineg; iadd; ineg:
The composition of these instructions has type (f; s) ! (f; Int  s). In fact, using
the de nitions given above, we can use simple equational reasoning to show that
this sequence of six instructions has the same e ect as a single ldc 7 instruction,
which, not surprisingly, also has the same type.

3.2 Representing frames
Now we turn our attention to frames, which are used to store the values of parameters and local variables within a block of code. In this case, records provide
a natural representation in which the di erent components of varying type can be
identi ed by a name or a label. In what follows, we will use the record system
of Gaster and Jones [7, 6], which provides support for polymorphic operations
over extensible records. For example, a type of the form (x :: a j f ) describes a
record that has at least an x eld of type a, together with whatever other elds
are represented by the row variable f . This notation is particularly useful in work
with frames because it allows us to refer to individual components like x, without
having to say anything more about the rest of the frame.
The following examples show the kind of instructions that we might use to provide
access to frame components.

 To load a value from the eld x in the frame, pushing the result onto the top
of the stack:

load x :: ((x :: a j f ); s) ! ((x :: a j f ); a  s)
load x = n(f; s) ! (f; (f : x)  s)

 To pop a value from the top of the stack and store it in the x component of
the frame:

store x :: ((x :: b j f ); a  s) ! ((x :: a j f ); s)
store x = n((x = j f ); a  s) ! ((x = a j f ); s)
To ease the presentation, we have used symbolic names for frame components. In
the real JVM, frame components are accessed by position, and it is the task of a
compiler to map the variables in a user's program to appropriate slots in a frame.
In fact, if two variables have non-overlapping live ranges (so that at most one of

the variables is in use at any given time), then a compiler might even use the
same frame slot for the two variables. Our approach also permits this, because
individual frame components can hold di erent types of value at di erent stages of
a computation. To see how this can happen, notice that the type for the store x
instruction does not place any restrictions on the type of value in slot x before
the instruction is executed (represented by the type variable b). So, once again,
polymorphism plays a key role.
To illustrate the use of these instructions, the following code fragment shows how
we might implement an assignment of the form x = y + z :

load y; load z; iadd; store x :
It is easy to show that this short sequence of instructions has type:
((x :: a; y :: Int; z :: Int j f ); s) ! ((x :: Int; y :: Int; z :: Int j f ); s):
Again, the occurrences of type variables here tell us quite a lot about the sequence
of instructions. For example, although the code fragment uses the stack internally,
the fact that it is polymorphic in s tells us that the overall e ect is to leave the
stack unchanged.
Following the patterns above, we would need to introduce a load and store instruction for each di erent name x that we might want to use to label a frame
component. This does not cause any technical problems because all frame labels
are known at compile-time, but it is rather unwieldy. A more attractive approach
is to use rst-class labels [7] to de ne a single load and store instruction, each
parameterized by a frame label.

4 A simple example
To see how the limited instruction set that we have built up in the previous sections
might be used in practice, consider the following fragment of a Java program:
static int sum(int n) { // Add up the numbers from 1 to n
int t = 0;
for (int c=0; c!=n; c++)
t = t + c;
return t;
}

Given this as input, a simple Java compiler might generate the following bytecode
as its output:
entry = ldc 0; store t; ldc 0; store c;
goto test

loop

= load c; load t; iadd; store t;
load c; ldc 1; iadd; store c;
goto test

test

= load c; load n; ineg; iadd;
if ne loop end

end

= load t;
ireturn
This particular fragment of code breaks down into four basic blocks, represented
here by the four values entry, loop, test and end. In particular, entry represents
the entry point of the method, for which we assume that a frame has been created
to contain storage for the parameter n, and for the (uninitialized) local variables
c and t. This program uses three new instructions for describing control ow in
bytecode programs:
 The ireturn instruction is used to return an integer value, which it expects
to nd on the top of the stack. The frame, and any other values on the
method's stack are discarded when it returns:
ireturn :: (f; Int  s) ! Int
ireturn = n(f; n  s) ! n
 The goto instruction causes an unconditional branch to another section of
code. In fact, goto is just the identity function on values of type ((f; s) ! a),
which is the type of a label in our current framework:
goto
:: ((f; s) ! a) ! ((f; s) ! a)
goto lab = lab
 The if ne instruction is used to implement a conditional branch: if the
integer on the top of the stack is non-zero, then it causes a branch to the
rst label, otherwise it branches to the second label. In either case, the
integer value is removed from the top of the stack:
if ne
:: ((f; s) ! a) ! ((f; s) ! a) ! (f; Int  s) ! a
if ne l m = n(f; n  s) ! if n 6= 0 then l (f; s)
else m (f; s)

In the real JVM, the if ne instruction has only one argument, leaving execution to continue at the next instruction in memory if the value on the
top of the stack is zero. However, the next instruction will always be at the
beginning of another basic block, so we have chosen to simplify the presentation by making both labels explicit. An alternative would have been to use
a continuation passing encoding for instructions.
Given the goals of this work, it is particularly interesting to look at the types for
each of the four labels:6

entry
loop
test
end

((n :: Int; c :: None; t :: None); s) ! Int
((n :: Int; c :: Int; t :: Int); s) ! Int
((n :: Int; c :: Int; t :: Int); s) ! Int
((n :: a; c :: b; t :: Int); s) ! Int

::
::
::
::

The None type that we have used in the type of entry has only one value, ?,
which indicates an undefined element. It is used here to re ect the fact that the c
and t components of the frame have not been properly initialized at the beginning
of the compiled code. On the other hand, the code for end does not make use
of the n or c components of the frame, and this is re ected in the type for end,
which allows arbitrary types of value in those slots. In this way, the type system
is providing a kind of live variable analysis.
In most cases, adding or removing instructions in the program above|and so
simulating the possible corruption of a bytecode as it travels across a network
connection|will prevent the resulting program from type checking. For example,
if the two instructions ldc 0; store t were removed from the code for entry, then
the code for test would be rejected: for the use of iadd to be valid, the t slot must
have been previously initialized with an integer value. Of course, this is exactly the
kind of badly behaved program|in this case, attempting to use an uninitialized
variable|that we want the veri cation process to detect.
On the other hand, the program will still type check if the ineg instruction is
removed from the code for test. The resulting program would no longer function
correctly (i.e., as the person who wrote the Java de nition of sum would expect)
but it is not badly behaved, and so would still be expected to pass the veri cation
process. Veri cation can provide guarantees that programs are well-behaved, but
it will never be able to guarantee anything more about what those programs might
actually do.
Automatic type inference will result in more general types than the ones shown here. For
example, they will allow the code to be executed in frames that include slots for other variables,
not just , , and . We use more restricted types to simplify the presentation.
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5 Extending the model
The ideas that we have described in the previous sections are simple and elegant,
but real Java programs are much more complicated than the examples that we
have seen so far and there are many other bytecodes that we need to specify to
give a complete treatment of the JVM. In this section, we show how our basic
model extends smoothly to deal with some of these features.

5.1 Handling multi-word values
The approach that we have used so far suggests that any type of value can be stored
in a single JVM stack or frame entry. However, while small values, like integers
and characters, can be held in a single word, larger values must be implemented
either as boxed values (i.e., as word-sized pointers to larger values stored in the
heap) or by using multiple words. In the JVM, the rst approach is used to deal
with objects; in fact that is the only option because objects contain mutable state,
and may be shared. The second approach is used, for example, to deal with values
of the primitive type long, each of which takes two words of storage.
To model this, we introduce two types Long1 and Long2 whose values are the
word-sized results that we get when we break a Long value into its two constituent
pieces:

breakLong :: Long ! (Long1; Long2)
makeLong :: (Long1 ; Long2 ) ! Long
The JVM speci cation leaves all decisions about the conversion between Long
values and pairs of words to individual implementations. We will therefore treat
Long1 and Long2 as abstract datatypes, and will assume that breakLong and
makeLong are mutual inverses. Given this framework, we can de ne long analogues for each of the integer instructions described previously.

lneg :: (f; Long1  Long2  s) ! (f; Long1  Long2  s)
lneg = n(f; x  y  s) ! let (u; v) = breakLong (?makeLong (x; y))
in (f; u  v  s)
The reason we use a di erent abstract datatype for each half of a Long value
becomes more apparent when we consider some of the JVM's instructions for
stack manipulation:

pop :: (Word a) ) (f; a  s) ! (f; s)
pop2 :: (TwoWord a b) ) (f; a  b  s) ! (f; s)

In this case, type class constraints are used to restrict the use of polymorphism and
so ensure that stack integrity is preserved. In particular, this means that JVM
bytecode is not allowed to treat the two parts of a long value as independent
entities. Thus the (Word a) constraint is de ned to hold only for types a that t
in a single word and represent a complete value7.

Word a , (a = Int) _ (a = Boolean) _ (a = Float) _ : : :
On the other hand, the pop2 instruction can be used to remove two word values
from the stack, which may either be two separate one word value, or the two parts
of a single two word value. Thus the (TwoWord a b) is de ned to satisfy:

TwoWord a b , (Word a ^ Word b) _ (a = Long1 ^ b = Long2 ) _ : : :

5.2 Dealing with e ects
Of course, real Java programs depend on features like exceptions, I/O, and mutable state in ways that our simple, functional model may not seem to support. But,
in fact, these features can be accommodated, simply by changing the way that
we interpret the ! symbol. More precisely, in assigning types to instructions, we
just need to reinterpret function types like a ! b as types of the form a ! m b.
The symbol m used here represents a monad that encapsulates the speci c computational features that we are interested in [13, 25]. To explore this idea in detail
would take us beyond the scope of the current paper, so this section aims only to
explain the basic concepts.
For the purposes of this paper, it is enough to think of a monad as a particular
kind of parameterized datatype with the intuition that, if m is a monad, then
the type m a represents programs that return values of type a. The distinction
between programs and values is critical: for example, the fact that a method in a
Java program returns an integer result does not tell us whether the body of that
method makes use of side-e ects, exceptions, or other features. In fact, with the
approach described here, a method will be represented by a function with a type
of the form p ! m r: in words, a method is a function taking parameters of type
p and producing a program that delivers results of type r.
Every monad comes with two important operations:

 A unit operator: unit :: a ! m a. Intuitively, unit x is just a program that

returns the value x, without using any of the computational features provided
by m. So unit is just like an identity function, and corresponds to the nop
instruction.
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In practice, these constraints are de ned by appropriate collections of instance declarations

 A composition operator: (; ) :: (a ! m b) ! (b ! m c) ! (a ! m c). To

understand this, think of (f ; g) as a function that takes an argument x of
type a, runs the program (f x) to obtain a result y of type b, and then runs
(g y) to obtain a result of type c. In this paper, we will use the composition
operator to combine the e ects of individual instructions, and so to give a
meaning to complete sequences of code.

Of course, these two operators were just the starting point for our presentation of
the simpli ed JVM in Section 2. To complete the de nition of a monad, we need
these operators to satisfy three simple laws:

f ; unit = f
unit; g = g
(f ; g); h = f ; (g; h)
The rst and second laws here show that unit is both a right and a left identity
for the composition operator, con rming the earlier suggestion that unit behaves
much like a nop instruction. The third law tells us that composition is associative,
which means that we can write down sequences of instructions i1 ; i2 ; : : : ; in?1; in
without worrying about the use of parentheses.
There are many di erent monads that we might be interested in using, and, in
Haskell, we can capture the key properties from our description of monads by
de ning a class:8
Monad m where
unit :: a ! m a
(; ) :: (a ! m b) ! (b ! m c) ! (a ! m c)
The instructions that we have de ned so far can be modi ed to t the monadic
framework by adding a reference to the monad in each types, and by inserting
appropriate calls to unit in each implementation:
class

nop :: (Monad m) ) (f; s) ! m (f; s)
nop = n(f; s) ! unit (f; s)
ldc :: (Monad m) ) a ! (f; s) ! m (f; a  s)
ldc a = n(f; s) ! unit (f; a  s)
ineg :: (Monad m) ) (f; Int  s) ! m (f; Int  s)
ineg = n(f; x  s) ! unit (f; (?x)  s)
In fact, Haskell already de nes a class of monads using a rather di erent formulation to the
one that we have adopted here, although the underlying structure is essentially the same.
8

iadd :: (Monad m) ) (f; Int  Int  s) ! m (f; Int  s)
iadd = n(f; y  x  s) ! unit (f; (x + y)  s)
etc : : :
In retrospect, it is unfortunate that we did not write our de nitions in this manner
to begin with. However, now that we know what is required, it is easy to ensure
that any new instructions we add are de ned in this style. Moreover, once this
change has been made, it is easy for us to use di erent underlying monads, without
any further need to rewrite the de nitions for each instruction.
None of the instructions described above have any real computational e ect. This
is re ected by the fact that their types are polymorphic in the monad m. It is more
interesting to look at instructions that do have computational e ects. A simple
example of this is the idiv instruction:

idiv :: (ThrowsMonad m) ) (f; Int  Int  s) ! m (f; Int  s)
Notice that this is very much like the type that we saw for iadd except that the
(Monad m) constraint has been replaced by (ThrowsMonad m); unlike iadd, the
idiv instruction will throw a ArithmeticException if the divisor is zero. The
ThrowsMonad class used here is a subclass of Monad, which means that m must
support all the operations that a monad supports, together with any of the extra
operations that are required for throwing an exception9

5.3 Representing objects and global state
Another common application of monads is to encapsulate and describe computations using global state. In fact, for the purposes of the JVM, it is quite useful
to de ne a whole family of monads that divide up the state into (overlapping)
regions to capture and enforce the access restrictions associated with individual
class members. To illustrate this, we rst need to say a little about the way that
objects are represented. Broadly speaking, for each Java class X , we de ne a
type XT and a (Haskell-style) type class XC . The type XT represents concrete
instances of C , while the type class XC represents the subclasses of X (including
Our discussion of exception handling has been simpli ed in two signi cant ways for the purposes of presentation. First, we have grouped all exceptions together in a single
class instead of providing a separate class for each di erent exception type. Second, real JVM
bytecode does not guarantee structured (i.e., nested) exception handlers, so the real
instruction requires an extra parameter for its exception handler.
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XT ). For example, a class de nition
class B extends A { ... }

will be mapped to a collection of type and class de nitions:
data BT = : : :
class AC o ) BC o where
instance AC BT where
instance BC BT where

:::
:::
:::

The rst line here de nes the concrete representation for objects of class B . The
second line re ects the inheritance relation between the classes A and B : the
variable o represents an arbitrary instance of the class, and the de nition speci es
that, if o is a subclass of B , then it must also be a subclass of A. The third line is an
instance declaration that speci es the de nitions for any elds and methods that
class B inherits from A, while the fourth line speci es any new elds or methods
that B provides.
Now consider the following program fragment:
package P;
class A {
int x;
public boolean y;
static float z;
...
}

From this de nition, we can see that every object of class A has its own x and y
elds, so we would expect a corresponding type class of the form:

AC o where
A:x :: PackageP m ) Field m o Int
A:y :: ClassP:A m ) Field m o Boolean
:::

class

To avoid unwanted name clashes, we qualify the name of each eld with the name
of the class in which the eld occurs. Both A:x and A:y have types of the form
Field m o t describing a eld of type t in an object of type o, accessed in a monad
m. (The Field datatype and the Static datatype used below are prede ned types,
much like Int or Float.) The two elds di er in the constraints that they place on

the monad m. In particular, because x has package scope, it can only be accessed
from within package P, which is captured by the constraint (PackageP m). On
the other hand, A:y has public scope and can be used anywhere that class A is in
scope.
The static eld z in class A is mapped to a global value:

A:z :: PackageP m ) Static m Float
Once again, we can see that A:z has package access, as re ected by the constraint
on m. This time, however, we use a type of the form Static m t, representing a
eld of type t, accessed in a monad m. Static elds are not associated with any
particular object, and hence there is no place for an object type o in this case.
The JVM provides separate instructions for accessing the elds of a class:

getstatic :: Monad m ) Static m a ! (f; s) ! m (f; a  s)
getfield :: Monad m ) Field m o a ! (f; o  s) ! m (f; a  s)
The types of these instructions are similar to those of the load operations in Section 3.2, except that they are parameterized by appropriate elds speci cations.
Note also that the getfield instruction expects an object of type o on the top of
the stack, which it replaces with the contents of the selected eld.
Judging from the (Monad m) constraint that appears in the types of both getstatic
and getfield, one might be tempted to think that these instructions have no computational e ect. Indeed, that is quite possible if the elds that they refer to have
xed, constant values. However, in general, additional constraints on the monad
m are introduced when the instructions are applied to a particular eld. For example, to load the contents of the A:z eld onto the top of the stack we use the
instruction:

getstatic A:Z :: PackageP m ) (f; s) ! m (f; Int  s):
The constraint inferred here shows that this instruction can only be used in a
method for a class in package P.

6 Related work
There has been a lot of work to investigate the security aspects of Java. Much
of this is available on the World-Wide Web, and there are several useful lists
of pointers to these resources such as the ocial list at Sun Microsystems [22],
and the Java Security Hotlist at Reliable Software Technologies [5]. A recently

published book by McGraw and Felten provides accessible and clear overviews
and explanations of the Java security model [11].
The work presented in this paper is directed at the process of veri cation, which
is just one part of Java security. Members of the Secure Internet Programming
group at Princeton [8] have worked on this and other areas such as extensible
security architectures [26] and the security of static typing with dynamic linking
[2]. Even with a formal speci cation of bytecode veri cation, it is still possible for
errors or design aws in other parts of the system, particularly the standard APIs,
to compromise security or type safety. For example, recent work by Khurshid
that demonstrates problems with binary compatibility [9], while Saraswat has
highlighted problems with class loaders [19].
At the University of Washington, Project Kimera is developing a new security
model for Java. As part of this work, they have identi ed a collection of nearly
600 axioms in the JVM speci cation, and they have used these to build a secure
veri er. An automated testing process, which generates many random mutations
of bytecode les, was used to test the Kimera veri er, and to uncover numerous
aws in other Java implementations [20].
Recent work by Stata and Abadi [21], and by Freund and Mitchell[4] has similar
goals to us in building a formal model of Java bytecode instructions. The former
focuses on bytecode subroutines, while the latter deals with object initialization,
neither of which are discussed in this paper. There has also been similar work by
Qian [18], and by Morrisett et al in the more general setting of typed assembly
language [15, 14]. Unlike our approach, these authors have developed static and
dynamic semantics for bytecode from rst principles. As a result, their work may
be more immediately accessible to members of the Java community who are not
familiar with functional programming. On the other hand, with our approach,
there is an opportunity to exploit established results and ideas from functional
programming, and to experiment with the speci cation as it evolves using existing
functional language implementations.
Another formal model of the JVM has been developed by Computational Logic,
Inc. using ACL2, a mathematical logic based on Common Lisp [1]. The result is
intended to serve as a basis for rigorous, formal analysis of the JVM. Their model
is called the \defensive" JVM because it includes run-time checks to detect and
prevent unsafe execution.
Questions of type safety for the Java language itself have been investigated by
Drossopoulou and Eisenbach [3], Syme [23], and Nipkow and von Oheimb [16],
taking advantage of automatic theorem provers to establish useful soundness results. These results do not apply directly to the JVM because there is no guarantee
that bytecode les will be generated by type-preserving compilers from Java source.
One interesting idea, attributed to Andrew Appel [11, Page 129], is to verify byte-

code les by rst decompiling them into Java source, and then recompiling them
with a trusted compiler.
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